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INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA 
INFORMATION OR SERVICES BY The present invention discloses a system and method for 
TOUCI'IING MARKED ITEMS ON PHYSICAL selecting and accessing multimedia information and/or ser 
DOCUMENTS vices located on one or a plurality of servers connected to a 

communication netWork simply by touching With a ?nger 
(75) IIlVeIltOfI Fernando Incel‘tis Carr‘), Valencia items marked on a physical document or on any other 

(ES) physical surface. The system includes a touch foil placed 
over (or under) the document for reading coordinates of 

Correspondence Address: selected marked items, and a user Workstation for accessing 
Ryan’ Mason 8‘ Lewis’ LLP the information and/or the service associated With the 
Suite 205 selected marked items. 
1300 Post Road 
Fail?eld’ CT 06430 (Us) Items marked on the documents are selected by pressing the 

touch foil placed over (or under) the document. Once a 
(73) Assignee; International Business Machines Cor. marked item is selected, the user Workstation receives from 

poration, Armonk, NY the touch foil a signal indicating the position of the selected 
marked item. The user Workstation identi?es in a hyperlink 

(21) Appl. No.: 09/782,144 table a server and Within this server the information and/or 
the service associated With the position of the selected 

(22) Filed: Feb- 13, 2001 marked item. Finally, a request is sent to the identi?ed server 
for accessing the desired information and/or service. 

(30) Foreign Application Priority Data _ _ _ _ 
In a particular embodiment, the user Workstation is con 

Apr. 26, 2000 (EP) ................................. .. EP004800363 nected to the Internet network and Comprises a Web Browser 
application. Servers are Web servers and the information 

Publication Classi?cation or/and the service are Web pages linked to the items marked 
on the physical document and selected by the user When 
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Arthur the Myth. 

Some people believe that King Arthur is so inextricably tied up in 
Celtic Mythology that he must, in origin, have been, not a man at all, but 
a God. Like so many other characters featured in the Mabinogion, 
Arthur in his earliest form, appears almost entirely mythical. He and 
his companions have superhuman strength and abilities, and consort 
with giants and other mythological creatures. In the early Welsh poem 
"Preiddeu Annwt'n", Arthur visits the Celtic Underworld, Annwfn. Even 
in Geoffrey and Malory, upon being fatally wounded in battle, Arthur is 
carried to the mystical Avalon, apparently the Underworld home of the 
Celtic god, Afallach. Many legends around the country attest to 
Arthur '5 immortality, for he sleeps in one of numerous caves waiting to 
return and lead his people. The name Arthur itself appears to derive 
from the Celtic word Art, meaning "bear". Could Arthur, like so many 
other Celtic gods, be merely a personification of the many revered 
animals of the wild? Later to become humanized like‘Beli Mawr or Bran 
the Blessed. The constellation of Ursa Major or the Great Bear is, 
after all, sometimes known as Arthur ‘s Wain. There was indeed a Celtic 
Beareéod, Artio, worshipped in Switzerland and around Trier, but she 

was, in fact, a goddess and there is no trace of her in Britain! Some theorists claim Arthur was a late addition to the Celtic pantheon during 

a resurgence in pagan worship, or possibly a mythical hero, the 

offspring of a human and a bear. There is no evidence for either. 
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Arthur the Myth. 

,_ Some people believe that King Arthur is so inextricably tied up in 
Celtic Mythology that he must, in origin, have been, not a man at all, but 
a God. Like so many other characters featured in the Mabinagion: 
Arthur in his earliest form, appears almost entirely mythical. He and 
his companions have superhuman strength and abilities, and consort 
with giants and other mythological creatures. In the early Welsh poem 
"Preiddeu Annwfn“, Arthur visits the Celtic Underworld, Annwfn. Even 
in Geoffrey and Malory, upon being fatally wounded in battle, Arthur is 

E carried to the mystical Avalon apparently the Underworld home of the 
:1 Celtic god, A fallach. Many legends around the country attest to 
f Arthur 's immortality, for he sleeps in one of numerous caves waiting to 
return and lead his people. The name Arthur itself appears to derive 
from the Celtic word Art, meaning "bear". Could Arthur, like so many 

; other Celtic gods, be merely a personification of the many revered 
animals of the wild? Later to become hummized like Beli Mawr or Bran 
the Blessed. The constellation of Ursa Major or the Great Bear is, 
after all, sometimes known as Arthur 's Wain. There was indeed a Celtic 

9 Bear-60d, Artio, worshipped in Switzerland and around Trier, but she 
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Arthur the Myth. 

; Some people believe that King Arthur is so inextricably tied up in i 
Celtic Mythology that he must, in origin, have been, not a man at all, but ; 
a God. Like so many other characters featured in the ‘M; 
Arthur in his earliest form, appears almost entirely mythical. He and 
his companions have superhuman strength and abilities, and consort 
with giants and other mythological creatures. In the early Welsh poem 
"Preiddeu Annwfn", Arthur visits the Celtic Underworld, Annwfn Even 
in Geoffrey and Malory, upon‘ being fatally wounded in battle, Arthur is : 
carried to the mystical gag-‘x708; apparently the Underworld home of the 
Celtic god, 24f’ allcdai‘ Many legends around the country attest to 
Arthur ‘s immortality, for he sleeps in one of numerous caves waiting to 
return and lead his people. The name Arthur itself appears to derive 
from the Celtic word Art, meaning "bear". Could Arthur, like so many 

other Celtic gods, be merely a personification of The many revered _ animals of the wild? Later to become humanized like ige?i or Bran ' the Blessed. The constellation of Ursa Major or the Great Bear is, 

after all, sometimes known as Arthur 's Wain. There was indeed a Celtic 
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Arthur the Myth. 

; Some people believe that King Arthur is so inextricably tied up in 
Ceitic Mythology that he must, in origin, have been, not a man at all, but 
a 600'. Like so many other characters featured in the MabinogionI ' 

1; Arthur in his earliest form, appears almost entirely mythical. He and 
5 his companions have superhuman strength and abilities, and consort 
{ with giants and other mythological creatures. In the early Welsh poem 
; "Preiddeu Annwfn", Arthur visits the Celtic Underworld, Annwfn. Even 

in Geoffrey and Malory, upon being fatally wounded in battle, Arthur is 
1 carried to the mystical Avalon, apparently the Underworld home of the 

Celtic god, Afailach. Many legends around the country attest to '1 Arthur's immortality, for he sleeps in one of numerous caves waiting to j j' return and lead his people. The name Arthur itself appears to derive 

from the Celtic word Art, meaning "bear". Could Arthur, like so many 
other Celtic gods, be merely a personification of the many revered _. 

animals of the wild? Later to become humanized like Beli Mawr or Bran ‘ the Blessed. The constellation of Ursa Major or the Great Bear is, I 

after all, sometimes known as Arthur ‘5 Wain. There was indeed a Celtic Bear-60d, Artio, worshipped in Switzerland‘and around Trier, but she was, in fact, a goddess and there is no trace of her in Britain! Some _ .71.: 

theorists ciaim Arthur was a late addition to the Celtic pantheon during ’ a resurgence in pagan worship, or possibly a mythical hero, the ' offspring of a 

human and a bear. There is no evidence for either. 
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Arihur The MyTh 

“7 Some people believe ThaT King ArThur is so inexTricably Tied up in 
Ce/Tic MyTho/ogy Thai‘ he musT, in origin, have been, noT a man aT all, buT . 

5 a God. Like so many oTher characTers feaTured in The Mabinogion: 
ArThur in his earliesT form, appears almosT enTirely myThicaI. He and 
his companions have superhuman sTrengTh and abiii Ties, and consorT 
wiTh gianTs and oTher myThalogicai creai'ures. In The early Welsh poem 
"Preiddeu Annwfn", ArThur visiTs The CelTic Underworld, Annwfn. Even 
in Geoffrey and Malory, upon being faTa/ly wounded in baTTle, ArThur is 
carried To The mysTical Avalon, apparenfly The Underworld home of The 
CelTic god, ‘Afgilhe?; Many legends around The counTry aTTesT To 
Arfhur ‘s immorTaliTy, for he sleeps in one of numerous caves waiTing To 
reTurn and lead his people. The name ArThur iTself appears To derive 
from The CelTic word ArT, meaning "bear". Could ArThur, like so many 

f oTher CelTic gods, be merely a personifica?on of The many revered 
animals of The wild? LaTer To become humanized like Bell Maw:- or Bran 
The Blessed. The consTellaTion of Ursa Major or The GreaT Bear is, _ 
offer all, same?mes known as Arfhur ‘s Wain. There was indeed a CelTic " 
Bear-God, ArTio, worshipped in .SwiTzer/and and around Trier, buT she 
was, in facT, a goddess and There is no Trace of her in BriTaim' Some 
TheorisTs claim Ar‘l'hur was a laTe addiTion To The CelTic panfhean during I 
a resurgence in pagan worship, or possibly a myThiaal hero, The ' 
offspring of a 
human and a bear. There is no evidence for eiTher. 
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odof th derworld 

7% ‘Afallach was the son of Lludd Llaw Ereint {the Silver-Handed}. He was . 
7' one of the Celtic gods of the Underworld. l-le ruled Avalon Where he lived 

t with his daughter, Modron, and her nine sisters. Avalon was like the 
Celtic heaven, a peaceful island far away Where apples grew and after 1 

f which it became named. It is, of course, best lmown as the place where the 5 
High-King Arthwyr was taken after he Was fatally Wounded at the Battle ; 
of Camlann. Afallach himself appears in Arthurian legends as King 

QEvelake. 

Return to Early British Kingdoms Home Page. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ACCESSING 
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA INFORMATION OR 
SERVICES BY TOUCHING MARKED ITEMS ON 

PHYSICAL DOCUMENTS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to interactive hyper 
media systems and more particularly to a method and system 
for creating hyperlinks from physical documents (manu 
scripts or printed documents) to locally or remotely acces 
sible servers and for triggering said hyperlinks simply by 
touching marked items (e.g., Words, pictures, foot notes, 
symbols, icons) on said physical documents. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Internet 

[0002] The Internet (the “Net”) is a global netWork of 
computers and computer netWorks. The Internet connects 
computers that use a variety of different operating systems 
or languages, including UNIX, DOS, WINDOWS, Macin 
tosh, and others. To facilitate and alloW the communication 
among these various systems and languages, the Internet 
uses a language referred to as TCP/IP (“Transmission Con 
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol”). TCP/IP protocol supports 
three basic applications on the Internet: transmitting and 
receiving electronic mail; logging into remote computers 
(the “Telnet”); and transferring ?les and programs from one 
computer to another (“FTP” or “File Transfer Protocol”). 

World Wide Web 

[0003] With the increasing siZe and complexity of the 
Internet, tools have been developed to help ?nd information 
on the netWork. These tools are often called navigators or 
navigation systems. Navigation systems that have been 
developed include standards such as Archie, Gopher and 
WAIS. The World Wide Web (“WWW” or “the Web”) is a 
recent superior navigation system. 

[0004] The Web is an Internet-based navigation system, an 
information distribution and management system for the 
Internet, and a dynamic format for communicating on the 
Web. 

[0005] The Web seamlessly, for the user, integrates format 
of information, including still images, text, audio and video. 
A user on the Web using a graphical user interface (“GUI,” 
pronounced “gooey”) may transparently communicate With 
different host computers on the system, different system 
applications (including FTP and Telnet), and different infor 
mation formats for ?les and documents including, for 
example, text, sound and graphics. 

Hypermedia 

[0006] The Web uses hypertext and hypermedia. Hyper 
text is a subset of hypermedia and refers to computer-based 
“documents” in Which readers move from one place to 
another in a document, or to another document, in a non 
linear manner. To do this, the Web uses a client-server 
architecture. The Web servers enable the user to access 

hypertext and hypermedia information through the Web and 
the user’s computer. (The user’s computer is referred to as 
a client computer of the Web Server computers.) The clients 
send requests to the Web Servers, Which react, search and 
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respond. The Web alloWs client application softWare to 
request and receive hypermedia documents (including for 
matted text, audio, video and graphics) With hypertext link 
capabilities to other hypermedia documents, from a Web ?le 
server. 

[0007] The Web, then, can be vieWed as a collection of 
document ?les residing on Web host computers that are 
interconnected by hyperlinks using netWorking protocols, 
forming a virtual “Web” that spans the Internet. 

Uniform Resource Locators 

[0008] A resource of the Internet is unambiguously iden 
ti?ed by a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), Which is a 
pointer to a particular resource at a particular location. An 
URL speci?es the protocol used to access a server (e.g., 
hyper text transfer protocol, FTP, or other protocol), the 
name of the server, and the location of a ?le on that server. 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

[0009] Each Web page that appears on client monitors of 
the Web may appear as a complex document that integrates, 
for example, text, images, sounds and animation. Each such 
page may also contain hyperlinks to other Web documents 
so that a user at a client computer using a mouse may click 
on icons and may activate hyperlink jumps to a neW page 
(Which is a graphical representation of another document 
?le) on the same or a different Web server. 

[0010] AWeb server is a softWare program on a Web host 
computer that ansWers requests from Web clients, typically 
over the Internet. All Web servers use a language or protocol 
to communicate With Web clients Which is called Hyper Text 
Transfer Protocol (“HTTP”). All types of data can be 
exchanged among Web servers and clients using this pro 
tocol, including Hyper Text Markup Language (“HTML”), 
graphics, sound and video. HTML describes the layout, 
contents and hyperlinks of the documents and pages. Web 
clients When broWsing convert user speci?ed commands into 
HTTP GET requests, connect to the appropriate Web server 
to get information, and Wait for a response. The response 
from the server can be the requested document or an error 
message. After the document or an error message is 
returned, the connection betWeen the Web client and the 
Web server is closed. 

[0011] The ?rst version of HTTP is a stateless protocol. 
That is, With HTTP there is no continuous connection 
betWeen each client and each server. The Web client using 
HTTP receives a response as HTML data or other data. This 
description applies to version 1.0 of HTTP protocol, While 
the neW version 1.1 breaks this barrier of stateless protocol 
by keeping the connection betWeen the server and client 
alive under certain conditions. 

BroWser 

[0012] After receipt, the Web client formats and presents 
the data or activates an ancillary application such a sound 
player to present the data. To do this, the server or the client 
determines the various types of data received. The Web 
Client is also referred to as the Web BroWser, since it in fact 
broWses documents retrieved from the Web Server. 

Interactive Access to Multimedia Services 

[0013] Interactive electronic services, video-on-demand, 
and the World Wide Web are providing access to an increas 
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ing offering of movies, shopping information, games, mul 
timedia documents, electronic commerce and many other 
services. A major problem in using these systems is to 
broWse the enormous variety and quantity of possible 
choices to discover What is available, and to make a selec 
tion. By example, When sur?ng on the Web, a conventional 
method to navigate across many pages of hypertext docu 
ments consists of using search tools or invoking book 
marked links to the different required topics. When sur?ng 
on video-on-demand services, a conventional method to 
navigate is to surf on channels. Advertisements on previeW 
channels are used as entry points to other movies. Users can 
navigate and make selections from a remote control using 
hierarchical menus. Obviously, these approaches do not 
alloW a rapid access and broWsing of the thousands of 
multimedia documents that are available on the Web or 
interactive TV. 

[0014] The present invention is based on the recognition 
of tWo signi?cant facts. The ?rst fact is that people are very 
skilled at broWsing through paper catalogs, magaZines, 
neWspapers, maps and books by ?ipping through the pages 
and glancing at pictures and text. 

[0015] A collection of printed color photographs can be 
much easily and quickly broWsed than a sequence of com 
puter screens. Paper has a number of useful properties: paper 
is easy to read, mark, and manipulate; and paper is portable, 
familiar and can be easily distributed. 

[0016] Many electronic systems attempt to replace paper 
by providing many advantages such as, for example, a better 
access to multimedia services. HoWever, most users prefer to 
Work With paper. It is dif?cult to foresee, for example, the 
replacement in the future, of paper catalogs by electronic 
catalogs (e.g., by Web accessible catalogs). The publication 
entitled “The Last Book”, IBM Systems Journal, Vol 36, No. 
3 Vol 36, No. 3 - 1997, by J. Jacobson, B. Comiskey, C. 
Turner, J. Albert, and P. Tsao of the MIT Media Laboratory, 
compares printed books and computer screens in the fol 
loWing terms: 

[0017] “Abook represents a fundamentally different entity 
than a computer screen in that it is a physical embodiment 
of a large number of simultaneous high-resolution displays. 
When We turn the page, We do not lose the previous page. 
Through evolution the brain has developed a highly sophis 
ticated spatial map. Persons familiar With a manual or 
textbook can ?nd information that they are seeking With 
high speci?city, as evidenced by their ability to remember 
Whether something that Was seen only brie?y Was on the 
right side or left side of a page, for instance. Furthermore 
their haptic connection With the brain’s spatial map com 
prises a highly natural and effective interface, When such 
information is embodied on actual multiple physical pages. 

[0018] Another aspect of embodying information on mul 
tiple, simultaneous pages is that of serendipity and compari 
son. We may leaf through a large volume of text and 
graphics, inserting a ?nger bookmark into those areas of 
greatest interest. Similarly, We may assemble a large body of 
similar matter in order to vieW elements in contrast to one 
another, such as might be done to determine Which of a 
particular set of graphical designs is most satisfying”. 

[0019] Out of those advantages the most important prob 
lem, of course, With traditional printed books is that they 
cannot be changed, amended, updated or completed. 
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[0020] During the last years, due mainly to the Widespread 
use of personal computers and the universal access of 
millions of users to the World Wide Web, the “multimedia 
publishing” has veritably exploded. Due to the Widespread 
penetration of CD-ROM drives an enormous amount of 
multimedia titles combining text, images and sounds, are 
noW accessible to oWners of personal computers. In this 
evolution, an incredible amount of hypermedia information 
is today accessible via the Internet on the World Wide Web. 

[0021] Even When the public’s enthusiasm for neW com 
puter-based multimedia services has been seen by many 
analysts as a threat to the conventional forms of hard-copied 
publishing, particularly book publishing, the real fact is that 
reading a book cannot be compared With reading an elec 
tronic media. Reading paper remains preferable for most 
people, Whether they are familiar With computers or not. 

[0022] The second fact is that touching directly the objects 
We have around is one of the simplest, most instinctive, and 
universal human actions. Finger pointing and touching are 
the most natural form of human/machine interface. The 
action of touching is so simple and natural that navigating by 
means of touch screens require no training and no learning. 
In fact, the pervasiveness robustness and versatility of the 
“touch technology” is transforming the Way people are 
living, Working, learning, and playing. The “touch technol 
ogy” is successfully used in many different applications. For 
instance, in industrial environments, environmentally-robust 
touch screens are increasing productivity under haZardous 
and hostile conditions that Would cripple a standard Personal 
Computer and keyboard. In hospitals, touch input helps 
doctors to prescribe medications to patients faster by alloW 
ing handWritten prescriptions. In retail locations, interactive, 
through-the-WindoW displays let customers shop Whenever 
they Want, even When a store is closed. In mobile and 
consumer devices, touch and stylus input is the Widely 
accepted input method for portable, and other mobile 
devices. At tourist destinations, user-friendly kiosks are a 
cost-effective Way to help travelers to get information and 
make their oWn reservations. 

[0023] The tWo main advantages of touching are simplic 
ity, as touching With the ?ngertip is the simplest and more 
intuitive form of pointing and selecting an item, and versa 
tility, as touching is particularly adapted to applications 
Where the use of a keyboard, a mouse or an optical pencil or 
stylus is not practical or is not Well adapted to the user’s 
service or comfort. 

[0024] Traditionally, a touch panel is integrated into the 
computer display. The touch panel and the display forms a 
combination called “touch screen”. The input device is 
integrated into the monitor, so no space is Wasted, and the 
interaction of the user With the system is made easier. The 
system guides the user by shoWing different choices in the 
form of icons displayed on the screen. When the user 
touches the icon of its choice, the associated action is 
executed. 

[0025] Therefore, there is a real need to provide the user 
With neW systems and methods for improving printed texts 
With electronically stored data in the form of images, sounds 
and/or additional text. 

[0026] US. Pat. No. 5,957,697, entitled “Printed Book 
Augmented With an Electronic Virtual Book and Associated 
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Electronic Data”, discloses a system and method for aug 
menting a printed teXt With electronically stored data in the 
form of images, sounds and/or additional teXt Where a 
printed book comprising a plurality of pages of teXt is 
emulated by an electronic virtual book, that mimics the 
appearance of the printed book. This invention is based on 
the duplication of the paper book, on the creation of an 
electronic book over Which links to hypermedia are de?ned 
and can be selected by the user. 

[0027] US. Pat. No. 5,903,729, entitled “Method, System, 
and Article of Manufacture for Navigating to a Resource in 
an Electronic NetWork”, discloses a method for navigating 
on an electronic netWork. The method comprises the steps of 
forming an electronic image of an object having a plurality 
of markable regions associated With a plurality of electronic 
resources; processing the electronic image to detect Which of 
the markable regions associated With the plurality of elec 
tronic resources is marked; generating a list comprising at 
least one link to at least one of the electronic resources 
Whose associated markable region is marked, and displaying 
a display screen based upon the list. HoWever, this invention 
requires image scanning and image processing means to 
read marked regions on hard-copied documents. 

[0028] Asimilar approach, using optical image scanners to 
access multimedia services, is described in US. Pat. No. 
5,640,193, entitled “Multimedia Service Access by Reading 
Marks on an Object”. This patent discloses an apparatus and 
a method to enable a user to control the selection of 
electronic multimedia services by means of a scanner for 
reading marks on an object and for communicating a request 
signal, having an object code representing the read marks, to 
a user interface. 

[0029] US. Pat. No. 5,495,581, entitled “Method and 
Apparatus for Linking a Document With Associated Refer 
ence Information Using Pattern Matching” also uses image 
scanning and pattern matching techniques. This patent dis 
closes an apparatus for linking a portion of a document With 
associated reference information, Wherein the linked portion 
is designated by a predetermined attribute of the received 
document image, using among several other, a device for 
electronically scanning the electronic representation of the 
document image to locate said predetermined attribute of the 
document’s image. 

[0030] US. Pat. No. 5,905,251 entitled “Hand-held Por 
table WWWAccess Terminal With Visual Display Panel and 
GUI-based WWW BroWser Program Integrated With Bar 
Code Symbol Reader in a Hand-supportable Housing” dis 
closes a portable hand-held WWW access terminal for 
accessing HTML-encoded documents located on the WWW. 
The terminal includes a bar code symbol reader in a hand 
supportable housing for reading URL-encoded symbols 
specifying the location of HTML-encoded documents stored 
in information servers connected to the Internet and sup 
porting the TCP/IP standard. This invention requires the 
marking of physical documents With bar code symbols and 
requires bar code readers to trigger hyperlinks. 

[0031] Finally, a different approach for having an access to 
multimedia services from physical documents is proposed in 
US. Pat. No. 5,624,265, entitled “Printed Publication 
Remote Control for Accessing Interactive Media”. This 
patent discloses a remote control system for an interactive 
media comprising a printed publication (such as a book, a 
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magaZine or a catalog), and one or a plurality of buttons 
physically attached to the printed publication to alloW users 
to remotely control use of associated electronic content by a 
host device. 

[0032] From the prior art analysis, there is a real, uncov 
ered need, for a neW system and method of controlling the 
selection and the access to multimedia services simply by 
touching With the ?ngertip items (i.e., Words, icons, ?gures, 
foot notes, etc.) printed on books and more generally on any 
type of physical document. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0033] It is an advantage of the present invention that it 
improves the current systems and methods for selecting and 
accessing electronic multimedia services provided by one or 
a plurality of servers connected on a communication net 
Work. 

[0034] It is another advantage of the present invention that 
it can selects and access said electronic multimedia services 
directly from physical documents. 

[0035] It is a particular advantage of the present invention 
that it can select and access an electronic multimedia service 
simply by touching a mark or a symbol highlighted in a 
physical document. 

[0036] The present invention discloses a method of select 
ing and accessing information or service by touching 
marked items on a physical document, for use in a user 
system connected to a communication netWork comprising 
one or plurality of servers. The method comprises the steps 
of identifying a physical document; said physical document 
comprising one or a plurality of pages; identifying a page of 
said physical document; determining the position of a point 
pressed on a touch foil; said touch foil being placed and 
aligned over or under the identi?ed page of the physical 
document; said page comprising one or a plurality of marked 
items; said touch foil being pressed at a point corresponding 
to a selected marked item; identifying the selected marked 
item referring to a hyperlink table, said hyperlink table 
comprising an indication of the position of each marked item 
on the identi?ed page; identifying information or service 
associated With the selected marked item referring to said 
hyperlink table, said hyperlink table comprising for each 
marked item of each page of the document the identi?cation 
on a server of the information or service associated With the 
selected marked item; and accessing the information or 
service associated With the selected marked item. 

[0037] The present invention also discloses a method of 
creating hyperlinks, by touching marked items on a physical 
document, for use in a user system connected to a commu 
nication netWork comprising one or plurality of servers. The 
method comprises the steps of creating a hyperlink table for 
a physical document; said physical document comprising 
one or a plurality of pages; storing in said hyperlink table an 
identi?cation of the physical document; for each page of 
said physical document, storing in said hyperlink table an 
identi?cation of the page, storing in said hyperlink table an 
identi?cation Within the communication netWork of infor 
mation or service associated With each marked item and 
determining the position of points pressed on a touch foil; 
said touch foil being placed and aligned over or under the 
page of the physical document; said page comprising one or 
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a plurality of marked items; said touch foil being pressed at 
points corresponding to marked item; and storing the posi 
tion of the points pressed in the hyperlink table, said 
hyperlink table comprising for each marked item, an indi 
cation of its position on the page. 

[0038] The foregoing, together With other features and 
advantages of this invention can be better appreciated With 
reference to the following speci?cation, claims and draW 
ings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0039] The novel and inventive features believed charac 
teristics of the invention are set forth in the appended claims. 
The invention itself, hoWever, as Well as a preferred mode of 
use, further objects and advantages thereof, Will best be 
understood by reference to the folloWing detailed descrip 
tion of an illustrative detailed embodiment When read in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings, Wherein: 

[0040] FIG. 1 shoWs the main components of the inven 
tion in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0041] FIG. 2 shoWs an eXample of touch foil technology 
in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 
[0042] FIG. 3 shoWs the process of selection and access to 
Web pages from items marked on a physical document in 
accordance With a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

[0043] 
[0044] FIG. 5 shoWs hoW items to access information on 
servers are marked in accordance With a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

[0045] FIG. 6 shoWs hoW touch foil is placed on a 
document in accordance With a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention; 

[0046] FIG. 7 shoWs hoW the user presses the touch foil 
over marked items in accordance With a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 shoWs a physical document; 

[0047] FIG. 8 shoWs hoW to use the touch foil to enter a 
document reference number in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0048] FIG. 9 shoWs hoW to use the touch foil to enter a 
document’s page number in accordance With a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 

[0049] FIG. 10 shoWs hoW the user presses the touch foil 
over selected item in accordance With a preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention; 

[0050] FIG. 11 shoWs hoW the information linked With the 
item touched on the document is shoWn in accordance With 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

[0051] FIG. 12 is a How chart of the method of creating 
hyperlinks on a physical document in accordance With a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

[0052] FIG. 13 is a How chart of the method of triggering 
hyperlinks on a physical document in accordance With a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 
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[0053] FIG. 14 shoWs the Miami MetroMover paper map 
placed underneath a touch foil. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

[0054] The present invention discloses a system and 
method for selecting and accessing multimedia information 
and/or services located on one or a plurality of servers 
connected to a communication netWork simply by touching 
With a ?nger items marked on a physical document or on any 
other physical surface. The system includes a touch foil 
placed over (or under) the document for reading coordinates 
of selected marked items, and an user Workstation for 
accessing the information and/or the service associated With 
the selected marked items. 

[0055] Items marked on the documents are selected by 
pressing the touch foil placed over (or under) the document. 
Once a marked item is selected, the user Workstation 
receives from the touch foil a signal indicating the position 
of the selected marked item. The user Workstation identi?es 
in a hyperlink table a server and, Within this server, the 
information and/or the service associated With the position 
of the selected marked item. Finally, a request is sent to the 
identi?ed server for accessing the desired information and/or 
service. 

[0056] In a particular embodiment, the user Workstation is 
connected to the Internet netWork and comprises a Web 
BroWser application. Servers are Web servers and the infor 
mation or/and the service are Web pages linked to the items 
marked on the physical document and selected by the user 
When pressing the touch foil on the corresponding mark on 
the document. 

System for Selecting and Accessing Multimedia 
Information 

[0057] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the system according to the 
present invention comprises a hard-copy document 101 
(e.g., a book) With printed marks identifying links to mul 
timedia information and/or services on servers, a touch foil 
102 (to be placed over or underneath a page of the docu 
ment), and a user Workstation 103 for accessing and dis 
playing multimedia information and services. 

[0058] Physical Document 

[0059] The physical document 101 can be of any kind, for 
eXample, a neWspaper, a geographic map, a novel book, a 
teXt book, a technical book, a commercial catalog or even 
any other type of engraved or printed surface (e.g., a 
painting in a museum of art). The material of the document 
can be paper, plastic, Wood or other material. The marks 
identifying links from some items of the document to 
multimedia information or services on servers can be printed 
marks placed by the document’s author or they could be any 
kind of mark of annotation Written by the user. For eXample, 
each photograph or advertisement in a neWspaper, maga 
Zine, or catalog can be accompanied by a printed mark. 

[0060] Touch Foil 

[0061] The touch foil 102 may be made of transparent 
resistive or capacitive ?lms of the type used commonly to 
manufacture touch screens. The generated signal is gener 
ally proportional to the coordinates of the point pressed. One 
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example of touch foil it Would be possible to use is the 
TouchTek4 (4-Wire Analog Resistive Touchscreens) of 
MICRO TOUCH company (TouchTekTM is a trademark of 
the MICRO TOUCH Company). The TouchTeck4 technol 
ogy is fully described in the Web site of MICRO TOUCH 
Company at http://WWW.microtouch.com/. 

[0062] As illustrated in FIG. 2, TouchTek4 touch screens 
210 use a polyester sheet 201 With a conductive coating 202 
as a vertical conductive electrode, providing one-half of a 
touch coordinate. The topsheet 200 is separated from the 
bottom layer, a glass substrate 204 With a conductive coating 
203, by spacer dots 205. The bottom sheet 206 is attached to 
the top sheet 200 by means of an adhesive 209. The bottom 
sheet 206 forms the horiZontal conductive electrode, gener 
ating the second half of the touch coordinate. Silver bussbars 
located on the topcoat 207 and on the bottom sheet 208 pass 
the touch coordinates to the touchscreen controller. 
TouchTek4 touchscreens feature hard-coated polyester top 
sheets 200, available in several surface ?nishes. Spacer dots 
205 are available in several dot arrays, optimiZed for ?nger, 
pen and ?nger, or pen-only input. The conductively-coated 
glass bottom sheet 203, 204 is available in several thick 
nesses. Electronic control is provided by a serial controller, 
or by 4-Wire controllers. TouchTek4’s speci?cations include 
narroW inactive border areas and compact touch sensors 
Which alloW system designers and OEMs to provide the 
largest useable screen area and full mouse emulation Without 
sacri?cing functionality or consuming excess poWer. Apart 
from being suited for implementing the functions of this 
invention, TouchTek4 touchscreens are commonly used in 
hand-held personal information management systems, 
PDAs, mobile computing systems, automotive, diagnostics 
and telecom devices, and Internet appliances. TouchTek4 
touchscreens are engineered to accept more than three 
million touches to any area of the screen. 

[0063] User Workstation 

[0064] The user Workstation 103 is used to access infor 
mation and/or services located on servers connected on the 
netWork. The user Workstation may be, for example, an 
Internet appliance, a multimedia Personal Computer (PC), a 
set-top box, a TV monitor, a game console . . . The touch foil 

may communicate With the user Workstation by means of a 
cable, a Wire pair, an infrared link, or a Wireless radio link. 

[0065] 
[0066] In order to retrieve and display a multimedia infor 
mation or to access a multimedia service associated With a 

marked item on a document 101, the user touches With his 
or her ?nger or exercises a pressure on the portion of the 
touch foil 102 placed over (or under) the marked item he or 
she Wishes to select. The position of the marked item 
selected on the touch foil identi?es the server and the 
information Within this server the user Wants to access. The 
user Workstation 103 then accesses the identi?ed server and 
retrieves and displays the information or/and service asso 
ciated With the selected marked item. 

Information and/or Service Access 

World Wide Web 

[0067] In the particular embodiment of the invention 
shoWn in FIG. 3, the user Workstation 300 is connected to 
the Internet netWork 301. The user Workstation comprises a 
user interface 302 including a Web BroWser 303 (also called 
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“Web Client”) to access the World-Wide-Web In 
order to access the Web pages associated With a marked item 
on a document 309, the user touches With its ?nger 306 the 
touch foil 307 placed over or under the marked item 308 he 
Wishes to select. The position of the marked item selected on 
the touch foil identi?es the Web server 305 and the Web 
pages the user Wants to retrieve and display. The Web 
BroWser program 303 sends an HTTP request 304 to the 
identi?ed Web Server 305. The response to the request 
(HTTP response) is sent by the Web Server 305 in the 
reverse direction to the Web BroWser 303. The HTTP 
response comprises the requested Web pages associated With 
the selected marked item. 

Selection and Access to Information or/and 
Services on Servers 

[0068] A) Creating Hyperlinks on a Physical Document 

[0069] As shoWn in FIG. 12, the method for creating 
hyperlinks from a hand Written or printed document (like the 
document shoWn in FIG. 4 entitled “Early British King 
doms”), to a plurality of servers to access multimedia 
information or services, comprises the steps of: assigning a 
reference number (identi?er) to the document (step 1201); 
for each page of the document (or portion of the document): 
marking items (hyperlinks) on the page (step 1202); creating 
hyperlinks betWeen these marked items and information 
and/or services located on servers (step 1203); placing and 
aligning a touch foil over (or under) the page (step 1204); 
pressing the touch foil on marked items on this page (step 
1205); reading and storing in a hyperlink table the coordi 
nates of marked items on this page (step 1206). 

[0070] Assigning a Reference Number to the Document 

[0071] As shoWn in FIG. 4, for each document he 
receives, the user assigns a reference number (identi?er) to 
this document (e.g., 387) for identifying said document, 
Writes this reference number (identi?er) on the document, 
and creates a hyperlink table associated With the document 
and accessible from the Workstation, said hyperlink table 
comprising the reference number of the document and other 
relevant information related to the document such as title, 
author, ISBN (International Standard Book Number), or 
date. The hyperlink table may be stored Within the user 
Workstation or may be stored in an external memory acces 
sible from the user Workstation. 

[0072] The header of the neW created hyperlink table 
associated With the document shoWn in FIG. 4, can be built 
as folloWs: 

Doc: 0387 Title: “Early British Author: David Nash Ford of Bin?eld, 
Kingdoms” Berkshire, UK 
Date: 28/01/2000 ISBN: 84-344-0856-2 

Pg: 
X= Y= Link: 

[0073] Marking Items on Pages of the Document and 
Creating the Hyperlinks betWeen these Items and informa 
tion and/or services located in Servers 

[0074] As shoWn in FIG. 5, each time the user Wants to 
create a hyperlink for an item on a page of a document, he 
marks the item on the page of the document (e.g., by 












